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Addressing this subject matter is not an easy task. We propose, first and foremost, to examine existing sources
and hope that as a result we shall get an idea of the types of book owned by female members of Bohemian
society in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, whether they actually read in the first place, and if so, what
were the characteristics of this reading material.
Those researching illiteracy encounter paradisiacal conditions in the Kingdom of Hungary and in the Principality
of Transylvania. It is an uncontested fact that book production was generally very modest throughout the entire
war-ravaged East-Central European region, due to the scarcity of rags, itself resulting from poverty.3 Book
imports were cheaper than local manufacturing, but their linguistic make-up was not really of service to women,
who read primarily in their mother tongue – and not all women were in possession of reading skills in the first
place. The German-speaking bourgeoisie had an indisputable advantage in this sense, considering that there was
no shortage of books available in their mother tongue. Female members of aristocratic families did not start to
follow changing trends in reading habits until the second half of the seventeenth century, and even then this shift
initially only applied to wives of German and Italian origin and their immediate environment.
Students of illiteracy occasionally come across sources that lead to directions and readings other than the
inability to read or write.4 Members of the aristocracy, including women, would dictate their letters, but would
not necessarily refrain from writing in their own hand due to illiteracy, rather because it would have been
considered impolite not to use the services of scribes, able to transform dictation into easily readable words.
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Similarly, sources consulted by István György Tóth among others can be interpreted in other ways too, even
when scrutinizing the reading skills of peasant societies.5
A key question, therefore, is that of “reading,” “reading skills,” and the interpretation of book ownership. If the
confessions of peasant women accused of witchcraft reveal that, although illiterate, they possessed knowledge
derived from several “books,” then we need to seriously take into account the oral transfer of knowledge when
analyzing “literacy.” When reading bodies of correspondence we regularly come across extracts that would
benefit from endnotes to highlight citations from ancient authors, biblical sources, or contemporary collections
of sermons. Details heard in sermons or on the occasion of local village saints’ days were not remembered only
by people who could write, but those in possession of this skill were also able to make a record of interesting
aspects.
A lot of empirically based information has been written down or published, but the intergenerational transfer of
tradition and customs has been largely dominated by oral and practical means of transmission. In the case of
religion, catechisms and topics relating to the annually repeating cycle of feast days enshrined in sermons are
examples of this. Similarly relevant are particulars regarding nature, health, caring for the injured, information
concerning cuisine, and basic notions to do with various trades. Whenever someone referred to such knowledge
in conversation or in witness statements, they would often credit “books” as their reliable source of information,
even in situations where they were actually unable to read themselves.
However, we can address female readership in the sixteenth century beyond such generalizations, although
several factors need to be taken into account when documenting book ownership. There is no recorded evidence
about books associated with female tenant farmers or servants. Strangely but understandably, sources refer
almost exclusively to women belonging to the German bourgeoisie and the Hungarian nobility. The explanation
of this is related to the prevalence and discipline of urban administration, and of pragmatic literacy more
generally. Hungarian market towns paid relatively little attention to this, and archival material was often
damaged in the Early Modern period, due to the vulnerability of these towns to attack. Nonetheless, Katalin
Péter has succeeded in introducing us to the wife of István Miskolczi Csulyak, the daughter of the Calvinist
minister from Mezőzombor, Judit Szikszai.6 This case study is particularly relevant, because it also conveys
information, unobtainable from book catalogues, on the processes of learning to read and write, and about the
use of books more generally.
The various Protestant churches followed Luther’s ideas on the development of an educational and cultural
institutional system and the definition of its social status. When examining the Reformer’s call addressed to
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German aldermen on the necessity of establishing new schools,7 we also come across an illustration depicting a
group of girls. The girls are holding books in their hands, and are seemingly making use of them too.

Martin Luther, To the councillors of every town in the German lands that they should set up and maintain
Christian schools. Wittenberg, 1524 (Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel).
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There are frequent sources for the book ownership of women and girls, almost exclusively from estate
inventories drawn up for probate. These sources specify the distribution of goods – including books – following
the death of fathers or mothers. Sharing out occurred on the basis of property value, and in general it was the
widow and the children who inherited. If there were only girls, it was they who inherited. Even if there were both
sons and daughters, there is no evidence of gender-based distribution according to the topic of the books
concerned.
Let us examine two case studies based on one smaller collection and one more significant one. Bartel Schneider,
tailor, passed away in 1600 in the Transylvanian town of Beszterce (today’s Bistriţa in Romania). His eleven
books were evaluated and then shared out between his two daughters, Anna and Barbara.8 The tailor must have
been a well-read man, unless he had inherited the books himself. Among the key works of Lutheran theology
were Luther’s guidance on Christian life and Paul Eber’s book on the sufferings of Christ, as well as a piece of
writing by Johann Bugenhagen (it is not specified which one), several collections of sermons including an
explanation of places mentioned in the Bible, a catechism, a songbook, a prayer book, and a herbarium. This
small collection could, in fact, have constituted adequate reading for either sex. In addition to encouraging the
day-to-day practice of religion, these works are suitable on the level of casual immersion in religion and belief,
without requiring complex thinking.
A later example, dating from the seventeenth century, comes from Bártfa (today’s Bardejov in Slovakia). I have
settled on this case study because, by a lucky chance, we happen to have plenty of information on the family of
Anna Glatz, who died in 1662. This is due to the survival of her brother’s annotated copy of a Paul Eber
almanac, including notes on various family events.9 Upon her death Anna Glatz bequeathed 33 books to her halfsiblings, Margaretha Glatz and Johannes Corponei.10 These books form part of a genuine late humanist
collection, put together by a collector seemingly interested in logic well beyond school textbook editions; they
include volumes ranging from Aristotle to Petrus Ramus, the founder of a new system of logic in the sixteenth
century. Dialectics and rhetoric appear via editions used for university-level teaching. Lutheran theology and
internal debates within the Lutheran Church in the early seventeenth century, as well as literature proposing
arguments against the Jesuits, are all part of the collection, as is a varied interest in languages: Greek and Latin
sources sit side by side with Slavic and German ones, along with a Hungarian-Latin dictionary by Albert Szenczi
Molnár. It is very unlikely that this collection was put together by Anna Glatz herself. Her father, Leonhard
Glatz, attended university in Königsberg (today’s Kaliningrad in Russia) at the start of the century, and upon his
return he worked as a counselor in his home town. He passed away in 1634, when his son, Johann Glatz, took
over his duties. Johann passed away in turn in 1660, and it is likely that Anna inherited the books from him. To
judge by the authors and editions, it is most plausible that it was Anna’s father who purchased these books.
Subsequently, Johann Glatz’s widow became the wife of chronicler Caspar Hain.
Rather than itemize all possible examples, let us take a look at a few other types of catalogue and document.
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Gergely Csorba passed away in 1570 in Debrecen and, according to the records, his widow renounced her right
of inheritance in favor of their children. She was either unable to read, or books had no value for her any longer,
while her children had the potential to benefit from them.11
Barbara, wife of the bourgeois Thomas Werner from Bistriţa made her will at Easter 1576. We have no
knowledge of her husband, but Barbara had very firm views about her books. They had to be gathered together
for her son, Johann Junior, and placed in the care of his guardian. The reason for this was that some of the books
were stored at the local school; only the Bible, biblical commentaries, and some other “German books” were
kept at home. This suggests that her late husband must have been a schoolmaster, or else the family assisted the
school with books they lacked and needed, by allowing the school to effectively use these volumes.12 It is
striking that the author of the will pays utmost attention to the books, and is aware that accessing the collection
could contribute to the shaping of her son’s future.
The belongings of an intestate shoemaker’s widow from Bistriţa were distributed to her legal heirs in 1596.13
Catharina Galle left two orphan children, a daughter, Catharina, and a son, Martin. The eight books were divided
as follows: the daughter received a Bible story in German, a book of medical advice (“Artzney Buch”), a school
manual on dialectics, and a copy of Philipp Melanchthon’s Loci communes. The son received a collection of
sermons by Luther, a daily Bible reading guide (“Losungen”), a mathematics book, and a prayer book.
Seemingly, the distribution of books took place according to size and quantity, but what Catharina received were
considered daily readings favored by women (although she could of course also have read the books inherited by
her brother).
Bourgeois women, as well as women of noble origin, would utilize books in the course of their daily religious
practice. In addition, they might have owned books relevant to various daily activities, depending on their skills
and their family’s possibilities and customs. When dealing with books bequeathed by bourgeois women, I find it
generally viable to look for a predeceased husband, father, or other ancestor behind the books left by each
woman, 14 so the readings listed should not be interpreted as a manifestation of a typically female library.
Exceptions can only be identified following a detailed examination of books, and these date mainly from the
second half of the seventeenth century. Rachel Sartorius (1684) is perhaps a genuine exception.15 The 26 titles in
her collection bear testimony to a bilingual Hungarian and German identity. They include several prayer books,
separate editions of various biblical extracts, and a high incidence of serious reflections. There is also Pia
desideria, that is to say Pietist devotional literature, further biblical stories, a publication on true, presumably
divine, love (“a book entitled Verus Amor”), fairy tales, and a spelling book.
In our research to date there has been only one case where the majority of the books owned by a bourgeois
woman from the seventeenth century have survived, allowing us to access the books themselves. Attila Verók
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has analyzed this case,16 and we published the archival document some years ago,17 but the books have also
surfaced in Brassó (today’s Braşov in Romania). Anna Weltherin, who died in 1690, owned a small school
collection and some scientific works; however, one needs to research her family history and the annotations in
the books in order to establish to what extent we can actually talk about a bourgeois woman with academic
interests.
The relationship between women belonging to the nobility, the upper nobility in particular, and the world of
books can be examined from various perspectives.
Female members of such families were able to read. At least they received an education that could be traced
back to books,18 and originated from these. This may well be a form of knowledge associated with clothing,
since we are aware of books on fashion dating back to the sixteenth century.19 To date, however, scholarship has
only made us aware of specifically women’s libraries – established by the wife of the head of the family –
starting in the eighteenth century.20 Nevertheless, it is worthwhile paying attention to data on women’s book
ownership. The latter may have simply emerged because a census was carried out due to inheritance in the
female line, or because, when making a list of the widow’s belongings, the books owned by the entire family
were included. Books owned by Borbála Telegdi21 or Borbála Batthyány22 were only listed as items of property,
whereas the personal reading materials of Judit Veér23 and Anna Bornemissza24 were explicitly characterized as
such by the surveys.
Aristocratic women were in a position to acquire books partly due to their financial resources but also because
they traveled more frequently to places where they could choose from the books on offer (such as Vienna, Graz,
and other cities where there were booksellers). Their servants also often left the court to acquire various goods –
clothing, spices, paper, and so on – and so could be tasked with the purchase of books.25 Women of the nobility
could also inherit books, or could end up with a significant quantity of books as a result of marriage. There are
examples of book-loving women who were in possession of libraries of their own books or of books inherited
16
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from their parents. It is of particular importance that if a Hungarian aristocrat married a foreign woman, the latter
had access to very different ways of acquiring books. Wives (or at times husbands) moving to Hungary from
leading families of the Habsburg Empire, the German principalities, or the Italian city states brought more
modern, almost contemporary publications with them to their new Hungarian or Transylvanian courts.26
Entertainment, civilized life, and the reading of books are also interrelated phenomena. In this period there was a
theory of reading, just as there was a theory of organizing court life. These theories also emerged in the libraries
of the Hungarian nobility, although their presence was a relative rarity. The same could be said about books on
fashion or works about various games. Entertaining literature typically meant Latin editions of ancient Roman
authors, and Hungarian and Transylvanian bibliographies seldom included German, Italian, or French literary
items. The latter become more frequent toward the end of the seventeenth century, by which time even ancient
authors would be read in these three languages, and when works describing the rules of courtship and love also
emerged. These would be read not only by noblemen but also by female members of their court. Women’s
reading included, in addition to books on the daily practice of religion,27 works detailing self-medication
recommended for the home,28 cookery books, publications containing lifestyle advice, 29 and of course literary
works. It is natural therefore that if high-ranking women, in their capacity as patrons of culture, supported book
publishing, they would want to immortalize their names with works in these fields.30 Let us examine a few
examples in chronological order.31
Orsolya Kanizsai is a favorite figure of most historians of her era, and her romance with and marriage to Tamás
Nádasdy is indeed noteworthy. The correspondence between the family and their family doctor is a unique
source to have survived from the period,32 and also offers numerous minor details on the ailing Orsolya
Kanizsai’s awareness of book-related matters. The family had a modern court built at Sárvár for the needs of
their noble retainers.33 Girls living at the court in the immediate entourage of Orsolya Kanizsai became familiar
with numerous behavioral norms (for conversation, dance, eating habits, etc.), in addition to the practical
26
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knowledge they acquired on the basics of overseeing farming activities and, above all, learning to grow flowers,
fruit, and vegetables. The Protestant school founded at Sárvár-Újsziget, the church and rectory dedicated to the
new religion of Lutheranism, and the printing press founded in 1539 constitute institutions of Hungarian culture
that distinguish the Nádasdy court from other contemporary centers of nobility. We have no information on the
Nádasdy library catalogues, but the spiritual horizon of works created there is well known, as are the potential
cultural influences on the wife of the head of the family.34
A contemporary of Orsolya Kanizsai, Borbála Somy from nearby Alsólendva (Lendava in today’s Slovenia), is a
lesser-known figure from Hungarian historical works on the sixteenth century. Only six of her letters addressed
to her husband are known to us,35 and even documents relating directly to her tell us little about her reading
materials. Moreover, we have only modest information on the Bánffy library too.36 But the fact that in the
dedication to the first part of his five-volume work (Postilla) Péter Bornemissza acknowledges the support of
László Bánffy and his wife Borbála Somy,37 and that the second volume is dedicated outright to Somy,38 not to
mention that we have extensive information on the court culture of mid-sixteenth century Lendava, we can safely
assume that she participated in an active fashion in the shaping of this work.
As with Orsolya Kanizsai, the letters written by Erzsébet Czobor39 and Éva Lobkowitz Poppel40 to their
respective husbands have also survived. Both women were surrounded by doctors and books,41 but in day-to-day
medical matters they relied heavily on the oral tradition.42 Both women were left with serious tasks in terms of
negotiating public life, and proved to be effective at managing their estates.43 The relationships of Ferenc
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Batthyány with the intelligentsia of his day – Bálint Balassi, Kristóf Lackner, Albert Szenczi Molnár, and others
– are well known, and his court was open to receiving foreigners too. His wife, and members of the court
accompanying her to Hungary, further broadened this cultural horizon, which led to the emergence of modern
concepts at the Batthyány estate. Following the outbreak of the Thirty Years’ War numerous Protestant priests
arrived from Czech and Silesian territories and from the Palatinate, and were met with a warm reception.44 Éva
Poppel was an educated woman herself, and although we are only aware of a herbarium owned by her,45 her
correspondence with her husband is ample evidence of her literacy.
Ferenc Esterházy converted to Protestantism, and one of his sons, Tamás, became a Lutheran pastor; his
daughter learned to read and write and also had some knowledge of Latin and modern foreign languages. The
fact that books had an appropriate role in their household can also be evidenced from Zsófia Esterházy’s
attraction to books.46 We are aware of two books of hers, both purchased before her marriage to Márton Révay
(d. 1630). The collected works of Isocrates and the Jewish history of Josephus Flavius are not typical female
reading, and we do not know why exactly she held these particular works so dear. Her annotations indicate,
however, that she handled the Isocrates collection (an exquisite Wittenberg hardbound volume) with the
seriousness of a true bibliophile. The ex-libris is written Comitissae Sophiae Ludovicae Amaliae Wilhelminae
Crescentiae Esterházy de Galántha: in my view, including her full name is a sign of this seriousness. Her books
were inherited by her son, László Révay.
The Révay family also paid a lot of attention to the nurturing of book-related elements in court culture,47 in
addition to the education of girls.48 Pál Nádasdy’s widow, Judit Révay, remarried in 1638, to Ádám Forgách,49
and passed away in 1643. Noémi Viskolcz has discovered a catalogue that includes the books found in Judit
Révay’s room in Galgóc (today’s Hlohovec in Slovakia).50 There are no surprising items on the list of five
books, which provide confirmation of the fact that Révay converted to Catholicism. The authors of the
beautifully bound books are Péter Pázmány, Lőrinc Ferenczffy, Thomas à Kempis (in Pázmány’s translation),
and two prayer books in Hungarian. In other words, these are books on religious practice offering in-depth
meditations on religious issues.
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We may now turn to two examples in which the wives came from abroad. István Pálffy married Eva Susanne,
the daughter of Graf Johann Christoph Puchheim von Göllersdorf, in 1618. The list of belongings from their
house, dating from 1644, refers to sixteen books.51 The linguistic breakdown of these books is striking at first
sight: there are nine German, five Latin, and two Hungarian volumes. One of the two Bibles is also in German. It
is likely that the German books were brought to Hungary by Pálffy’s wife. The Hungarian books are collections
of sermons by Péter Pázmány and György Káldi, while the Latin ones are the works of Johannes Chrysostomus
and Nicephorus Callixtus; there is a Hungarian history by Istvánffy and an occasional publication on the funeral
of Charles V. It is not out of the question that Eva Susanne started to learn Hungarian, or that she was getting
acquainted with the history of her new country. The German prayer books could have been her own, but it is
strange that being a Catholic she owned a copy of the psalms with Luther’s comments. In her surroundings she
must have had German staff too, which explains the German cookery book (Kochbuch). A potentially exciting
and entertaining read – in Hungary but also in Austria – was Libri Germanici duo in quarto de Navigatione
Hollanda, of which hundreds of copies circulated at the time.52
The third wife of judge royal Ádám Forgách was Anna Katharina von Rechberg. His son, also named Ádám,
prefect of Nógrád county, also married a foreign woman, Eva Kathariana von Breuner, in 1648. He passed away
as a widower in 1681, having lived in Eperjes (today’s Prešov in Slovakia). The belongings found in their house
were surveyed in 1683 on the orders of Imre Thököly.53 Unfortunately the books were catalogued very
carelessly, without including all titles. The last item to be mentioned is “some books,” although the items
actually listed are very telling. There is a Chronica Polonorum and a German Bonfini edition,54 which could also
be read by a woman living as a stranger in a foreign land in order to get acquainted with her new environment.
We may complement our examples of the ownership of books on various subjects with the cases of two women
whose names can be associated with the creation of literary works. Around the time of the death of Miklós
Zrínyi (Nikola Zrinski), his brother Péter spent extended periods of time at Csáktornya (today’s Čakovec in
Croatia). He even brought a selection of books with him from his library in Ozaly (Ozalj in today’s Croatia),55
not only for his personal use but also for his wife, Katalin Frangepán (Katarina Frankopan/Zrinska). She was a
writer herself,56 and would have surely found it difficult to get by without relying on her books.
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László Rákóczi had no male heir, and with him the Catholic branch of his family died out. His daughter Erzsébet
was one of the first Hungarian women writers,57 and lived in Kistapolcsány during the final years of her life.
After her death Prince Francis II Rákóczi had the books found in her property transferred to Sárospatak. The
catalogue dating from 1708 mentions 26 publications in total.58 Some of the books may have been inherited: the
collected works of Cyprianus, a “Polish history,” a map of Silesia, a few German books (listed as such), a
grammar book, a catechism, and a number of Hungarian works aimed at spiritual edification. Compared to other
contemporary female-owned libraries, this collection of works written mainly in the indigenous language
demonstrates that Erzsébet Rákóczi was an active reader. In his portrayal of her, Kálmán Thaly notes that this
poet, with an active lifestyle and a passion for hunting, would have favored work expressing profound and
personal devoutness.59 She was a supporter of the propagation of Mariolatry in Hungary, and this catalogue of
her books also lists a number of icons.
Women of the upper nobility, and noblewomen more generally, spent the majority of their lives in the absence of
their husbands. One of their most important duties was to deputize for the head of the family, and to supervise
court life and the management of the estate. Such women would also have been frequently approached with their
problems by the various religious communities and congregations living on their estates. They would often have
been required to take independent decisions, and in such matters they could not rely exclusively on stewards, the
court pastor, or the schoolmaster. In other words, they needed to prepare for this role. Neo-romantic
historiography made a point of celebrating heroic noblewomen,60 and rightly so, but over the last thirty years the
examination of sources together with a change of approach has moved on to a more fine-grained analysis of their
tasks and roles.61 We know nothing of Erzsébet Báthory’s62 personal reading habits, and can only reconstruct her
knowledge per analogiam. Similarly, we can only approach Princess Zsuzsanna Lorántffy’s63 erudition in this
manner,64 as there are no known catalogues detailing the books kept by her for personal use. By the second half
of the seventeenth century the libraries of the nobility start to acquire books on farming and the organization of
court life, and those women who participated in carrying out these duties would most probably have taken
advantage of the possibility of learning about them.65
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In addition to the short catalogue of the books found in Judit Révay’s room, we are aware of two seventeenthcentury female-owned libraries. “Female-owned” is understood in the sense already used in the specialist
literature with reference to the eighteenth century: a collection of books built up separately from the husband’s.
One such collection is Judit Veér’s, catalogued in 1676.66 There is a mention of seventeen books, possibly more.
Judit Veér was the wife of Chancellor Mihály Teleki and a mother who supervised her sons’ education very
carefully. She was in communication with professors at the College of Nagyenyed (today’s Aiud in Romania)
and tried to keep abreast of political matters too. This small library was briefly described by monographer Betti
Homonnai,67 and became the subject of a much more comprehensive analysis in the light of historical sources by
Zsuzsa Font.68 Font points out that Judit Veér did not read Latin, and cites a source as evidence for this claim.
Indeed, all of Judit Veér’s books were written in Hungarian, and included Bibles, devotional literature, books on
daily religious practice such as a catechism and prayer books, gardening books, and historical songs intended for
entertainment. Zsuzsa Font cites an auxiliary source, according to which an acquaintance of Judit Veér by the
name of Anna Bessenyei borrowed a work by Ferenc Pápai Páriz (“a medicinal book”) from her in 1693. Font is
also persuasive in her claim that Judit Veér participated in planning her sons’ foreign study. Actual travel
instructions were presumably drafted by someone else on her behalf, but she supervised the process on an
ongoing basis. In my opinion, this extraordinary woman’s portrait could not be any more remarkable even if
hundreds of books had been found and catalogued in her room.
In the library of Transylvanian Princess Anna Bornemissza at Radnót (Iernut, in today’s Romania), 104 books
were found.69 Almost all were in Hungarian. Analyzed thematically, her collection is certainly broader than the
previous library. Entertaining literature has given way to proper literary merit (Bálint Balassi, Péter Beniczky,
István Gyöngyösi), and there are some didactic tales. There are also several cookery books, descriptions of
gardens, many volumes of sermons for various occasions, religious debates, and legal manuals. Among the nonCalvinist texts there are some on the life of Saint Francis, which – as instances of the imitatio Christi genre –
belong to the confessionally non-specific category of devotional literature. János Herepei, who published the
catalogue for the first time,70 noted that these books must certainly have belonged to the princess. As a final
point, I would stress that special editions were produced for her, with her supralibros, a clear indication of
bibliophilic interest.
In conclusion, I would like to underline those facts which transcend the “usual” and “self-explanatory”
assessments of female readership in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Anyone who learned to read and
write could own a school textbook, a catechism, a prayer book, a book of Bible extracts, a herbarium, or a
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cookery book (generally handwritten). But when it came to entertaining literature, history books, poetry
collections, publications on fashion and etiquette in high society and other situations, not just anybody could be
in possession of such titles. We cannot base our image of female readers solely on data about actual book
ownership. On the one hand, inherited books were not necessarily read, and on the other, anyone could make use
of the library of other family members. When contextualizing these readings, it always needs to considered what
other books were owned by the family – in other words, what works were potentially accessible to any given
female reader. In addition, research must also look at the social roles such a person was destined to fulfill and her
performance in these areas. In many cases mere presence in certain situations (such as the judicature, worship,
funerals, festive processions, briefing of stewards, etc.) reflects a degree of knowledge based on literacy, albeit
not necessarily acquired directly by the person actually involved in these activities. If books containing such
knowledge were available in the immediate or extended family, then it was simply a matter of intent, vocation,
and the will to make use of them. Women have never been short of any of these characteristics.

